AMARNATHJIYATRA.COM
lord shiva’s own travel agency
+91-9650179451 / +91-9650179446

Amarnath Yatra Charter Helicopter Srinagar to Panchtarni

We have introduced charter Helicopter directly from Srinagar Airport to Panchtarni with same day
return subject to weather condition.
After Panchtarni you will have to trek 6 km by your own to reach Holycave or by pony Palki
( Book Pony Palki from here ) .
1. Route: Srinagar-Pahalgam-Panchtarni and back to Srinagar (same day).
2. Max number of passengers : 5 (total weight of all the passengers not to exceed 400 Kg. +
5 Kgs baggage per passenger
3. Total cost: Rs 90000/- Per Pax with 1 Night Srinagar four star Hotel Stay Complimentary
with airport pickup & drop.
4. Terms of payment: 75% at the time of booking of charter and balance 25% at least 7 days
prior to the date of journey.
5. General:
 Passengers will be picked up at around 7.00 AM from Srinagar airport and will be flown to
Pahalgam from where there will be change of helicopter for going to Pachtarni. It is also
possible that the helicopter may fly directly to Panchtarni from Srinagar Airport.
 After reaching Panchtarni, the passengers have the option to cover the 6 KM distance to
Holy Cave either by trekking or by Ponies or Palkis. Passengers will be required to make
their own arrangements of Ponies or Palkies at Panchtarni.
 There is no provision for VIP darshan for helicopter passengers at the Holy Cave.
Therefore, the passengers will make their own arrangement for darshans.
 By 3.30 / 4.00 PM, the passengers will be required to return to Panchtarni for their return
journey to Pahalgam/Srinagar.
 All the passengers are required to possess Compulsory health certificate signed and
stamped by anyone from the list of Authorised Doctors/institutions available on our
website. Download from here . The Health Certificate is mandatory for every passenger
without which the boarding will not be allowed.
 Children below 13 years of age, elderly persons above the age of 75 years and Ladies
who are more than 6 weeks pregnant shall not be permitted on the charters as the rules of Shri
Amarnathji Shrine Board.
The charters shall operate subject to fair weather conditions. In case the helicopter is not
able to fly on any particular day because of bad weather conditions, we will try to finish the
darshan the next day. In case we are completely unable to do the charter or do partial
flying due to weather conditions, we will refund proportionate amount.
 We do not undertake any responsibility of arranging boarding & lodging for the passengers
either at Srinagar/Pahalgam/Panchtarni/Holy Cave if the Helicopter is not able to undertake
the charter either full or in part due to weather conditions or technical snag.
 All charter flyings are subject to approval of Shri Amarnathji Shrine Board.
 Cancellation Policy :
Following cancellation charges need to be paid in case of cancellation by the passengers:


1. Upto 10 days before journey – 25% of the amount
2. Upto 7 days before journey – 55% of the amount

3. Less than 120 hours before journey – No refund
4. Add ons:
Option 1 : Extra night stay at Pahalgam (Hotel Baisaran /Hotel Pahalgam Retreat or similar)
@Rs.3500 per Person ( Minimum 2 required) with Breakfast & dinner plus Local Sightseeing
of either Srinagar / Gulmarg/ Sonamarg/ Pahalgam/Tangmarg/ Kheerbhwani etc with along with
Complimentary pick up and drop at Pahalgam Helipad
Option 2 : Extra night stay at Srinagar ( 4 star rated Hotel Solar Residency or equivalent ) @
Rs.3500 per Person with breakfast, dinner and with Local sightseeing of either Srinagar /
Gulmarg/ Sonamarg/ Pahalgam/Tangmarg/ Kheerbhwani etc with pickup & drop to Airport .

